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TIME AND
SEASONS

Elizabeth Brewster's
new book
launch/reading at
McNally Robinson's
on Monday, January
18th, at 7:30 p.m.

Shabbat
Family
Dinner

Friday, January 22, 2010
Jewish Community Centre

Shabbat Service 6 p.m.
led by the Hebrew School
& Sisterhood Members
Dinner to follow
Sponsored by the Agudas Israel
Sisterhood
Tickets and Reservations are a must!
Call early - 343-7023

715 McKinnon Ave, Saskatoon S7H 2G2
Hazzan Neil Schwartz

(306) 343-7023 Fax: (306) 343-1244
President: Heather Fenyes

Thursday Jan 7th 7pm:
Please join the JSA in welcoming

Michael Soberman

as he presents "Why Be Jewish?". As National Director of the
Canada Israel Experience, Michael is a dynamic and
charismatic speaker whose energy and a passion for the
Jewish world is truly contagious.
The discussion will focus on the role of youth in taking
control of their Jewish community with an emphasis on
Jewish leadership for the next generation.
Refreshments to follow.
Michael Soberman speaks with energy and a passion for the Jewish world that is truly
contagious. His charm and wit make him an entertaining and highly inspirational speaker to
audiences of all ages. Trained as both a lawyer and a teacher, Michael chose to pursue a career
in the Jewish world, one where he feels he can make a difference. Through his life experiences
with travels to every continent on the planet, work in fundraising, community development
and informal Jewish education, Michael presents a refreshing outlook on the current state of
the Jewish world and the future of the Jewish community. When you are not laughing over his
remarkable use of humour, you will be riveted waiting for the answers to the difficult questions
he forces all of us of ask in his thought provoking presentations.
Michael Soberman is the National Director of the Canada Israel Experience, and is responsible for sending thousands of young Canadians to experience the wonders of Israel on
programs such as Taglit-birthright israel and March of the Living. Michael is also one of the
leading Holocaust educators in Canada and has trained thousands of teachers and teacher

Seating is limited to the first 96 people.
$50 per family (up to and including high
school students)
$20 single adult
$15 students
$8 Children (12 & under)
Children under 3 Free
Pick up your tickets in advance from Myla.

This page is sponsored by Naomi Rose and Stan Sinai of Toronto.

Deadline for the next Bulletin is February 12, 2010
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In the murky depths of a small basement
hall in the long gone 3rd Avenue Marigold
Café, the B’nai Brith Silver ($25/person)
Plate was launched in 1954. It would be hard
to imagine that more than 100 men attended
that event. In the 1980s, the elegant Sheraton
Cavalier was the cigar smoke-filled venue
and the attendance swelled to over 300. In
the 1990s we moved to the Centennial Auditorium and this year we had 833 guests, our
best attendance ever.
For more years than anyone can remember,
David Katzman has chaired this mammoth enterprise. The evening was masterfully guided
along by Dr. Steven Goluboff as Master of
Ceremonies and Mirth. Gord Holtslander
smoothly coordinated the reverse draw for $18
000, with the grand winner being Ben Tadman
of Price Albert, who generously gifted the
$5000 prize to Congregation Agudas Israel.
The prestigious We Are Proud of You Award
went to Steve Shannon , the well-known radio
personality for his remarkable dedication to
so many worthy charitable organizations and
events. The hugely successful Silent and Live
Auctions were assembled and orchestrated by
Ron Gitlin, Ian Buckwold and Mike Levine.
Arnie Shaw and Joe Dawson compiled and
collated the data and dollars coming in from
the ticket sales. Proceeds from the Dinner
were given to the Saskatoon Public Schools
Foundation, the high school Restorative Justice Action Program, Care and Share, plus several smaller grants to other youth orientated
good works. This event also raises funds that
are used for congregational programming, including our university (JSA) and high school
(BBYO) students. We have already started
planning for next year and if you would like
to be a sponsor, ticket seller or volunteer, this
would be a good time to contact David Katzman (dl.katzman@sasktel.net, 955-3563).
We need your help to continue the legacy.

The Most Successful Silver Plate
Dinner in 55 Years
830 TICKETS SOLD

John Green (TD
Waterhouse) and
We're Proud of You
Award Winner, Steve
Shannon.

MC Steven Goluboff
Maestro David Kaplan

President of B'nai Brith
Randy Katzman

Cantor Neil Schwartz

Dinner Chairman David Katzman

BB Dinner
Recollections/Photos
Wanted
Anyone who can shed a little light
on the early years of the BB Dinner, through recollections, photos or
documents, is asked to contact David
Katzman (dl.katzman@sasktel.net,
955-3563).

Draw Master Arnie Shaw
Mayor Don Atchison
and Steve Shannon

This page is sponsored by Dr. Alan Rosenberg & Dr. Lesley-Ann Crone and family
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Editorial:

Leadership

by Steven Goluboff
As we enter 2010, we
begin a year with new
Presidential leadership
in the community and a
commitment to work with
Cantor Neil Schwartz for several more years.
Both President Heather and Cantor Neil face
the challenges of leadership which are often
challenging and elusive. I recently attended an
international conference in Orlanda, IHI or the
Institute of Health Care Improvement. This is
an organization that was formed 21 years ago
with the obvious intention of improving the
quality of health care in North America and
around the world. It did not take me long to
realize we all have similar challenges. They
revolve around resources, human, financial
and programming and around leadership.
There were a plethora of sessions to attend
and several remarkable keynotes. One which
was particularly inspiring was an address by
a Harvard sociologist, Marshal Ganz. Here
was the son of a Rabbi and a teacher, who
left Harvard before graduating and joined
the civil right’s movement in Mississippi,
working with Caesar Chavez and migrant
Mexican agricultural workers in California
and in a host of other works of Tikkun Olum.
He returned to Harvard at 60 to complete his
BA, Masters and finally a PHD. One of his
themes was leadership which I concluded
applied to every organization, health care
or otherwise, including small communities
such as ours. He described leadership as “a
creative and adaptive practice...accepting
responsibility for enabling others in achieving
purpose in times of uncertainty”. He described
organizing as being about “engaging people
together”. He talked about five practices for
effective leadership.
• Enabling people to act together – to address
urgent matters through shared values
• Building relationships – creating mutual
commitments to a common purpose.
• Team-based leadership – focus on leadership
teams – a group of people with a common
purpose and clear roles achieving a shared
purpose.
• Focus on clear strategy – shared values
directed towards action requires focus on a
clear mission or strategy.
• Taking action – for outcomes to become realized, we need to have clear and measurable
and specific goals.
Ganz talked about allowing people to grow
and learn through the process of achieving a
goal. He emphasized how communities can be
empowered to make decisions and focussed

FROM OUR CONGREGATIONAL FAMILY
The Mission Statement of Congregation Agudas Israel

Congregation Agudas Israel is a spiritual, religious, educational and social home committed
to deepening the quality of Jewish life in Saskatoon and district. We are an evolving link in
the historical traditions of the Jewish people. We are a progressive, democratic and sensitive
congregation responding to the widest spectrum of Jewish thought and practice.
Written at the 2002 Kallah by the members of Congregation Agudas Israel

CONGRATULATIONS AND MAZEL TOV TO:
Linda and Arnie Shaw on the wedding of their son Michael, to Tamara Sander, daughter
of Brian and Sandi Sander of Calgary, on November 18th, 2009 in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico.
Zara Gurstein, whose grandson, Mark Goldenberg has been endorsed as a “don fellow”
by the professors of The Dobson Centre at McGill University
Mayah Holtslander, daughter of Franci and Gord Holtslander, who received a Saskatchewan General Proficiency Award for academic merit.
Yosef Laimon of Jerusalem, grandson of Pauline Laimon and son of Dov Laimon, whose
band Umlala recently won first place for Jersualem and then for Israel in the Global Battle
of the Bands (GBOB). Umlala will compete in the International competition in London in
January. Their video can be found on You Tube.
Tal Raz ( our Folkfest Falafel man) who recently visited Saskatoon and was granted his
Ph.D. in Veterinary Science. His theses is “ The effects of Equine – FSH on mare fertility” Tal spent five years at the U of S College of Veterinary Medicine and is now doing
research and clinical work at the Weizman Institute in Israel.
Elizabeth Brewster whos new book, TIME AND SEASONS, is coming out soon. She is
having a launch/reading at McNally Robinson’s on Monday, January 18th, at 7:30 p.m.
Jay and Nadine Avivi and June Avivi, on the birth of a grandson and great grandson,
Safta Godola. Steven and Janice Avivi became the parents of a baby boy, Dylan Jacob
Thomas Avivi, born on Thursday December 17th.
Rich and Carole Buckwold on the birth of a grandchild, Brooklyn Ann, a daughter to
Mika and Jeff Zdunick.
Cantor Neil Schwartz whose son Adam Schwartz graduated from the
University of Tennessee
in Knoxville on Sunday, Dec. 13th with a B.A. in Psychology. He is departing soon to
serve with the Israel Defence Forcesfor two years of voluntary duty.
GET WELL WISHES TO:
Grace Goluboff, Pauline Laimon
THANK YOU AND TODAH RABAH TO:
Ralph Katzman, who made a major contribution to the congregation to enable it to
purchase a well-needed tractor to provide adequate maintenance at our Cemetery.
Ben Tadman, of Prince Albert, who donated the grand prize at the B’nai Brith Silver Plate
Dinner of $5000 to Congregation Agudas Israel.

on leadership development. He suggested that
leadership develops in cascades and that every
learner can become a teacher and a leader.
As I tried to assimilate the many words of
wisdom in his hour long keynote, I thought
of the challenges of developing leadership
for the future in our community, how easy it
is for many leaders simple to continue their
same roles, without nurturing others to step
up to the proverbial plate. Good leadership
by Presidents, Cantors, Board members and
even Editors will guarantee that the work will
continue by others. Maybe it is only a fantasy
but it is a hopeful one.

f
a Golubof
LeilMember
of REMAX
Chairman Club
Lifetime Achievement Award
2006
#2 Remax Team 2008

For

RESULTS,
SERVICE &
EXPERIENCE

call me today.
I look forward to working with you!
           Saskatoon
Bus: (306) 242-6000 	
Cell: 241-1900

This page is sponsored by Grace, Steven, Leila, Sarah & Shaina Goluboff
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Sitting in Front of My Computer - President's Report

by Heather Fenyes, President
As I compose thee a minyan. Without a minyan we cannot chant
thoughts, I’m hop- the barchu; we cannot have a torah service; we
ing that typing will cannot offer our mourners the opportunity to
warm my frozen fin- say the kaddish. We need your participation.
I’m not asking you to come to shul every
gers. It’s -50 with
the wind chill. We Saturday. Few can commit to that – and I
had no minyan this understand. But I appeal to your sense of
morning for Shabbat community and ask you to consider coming
services, and I don’t blame you all for staying either a Friday night or Shabbat morning
warm. But we had no minyan last Shabbat, every other month. If everybody made that
and I’m deeply worried about the next two small commitment, we would never lack for
a minyan.
weeks and throughout the winter.
Before I became a regular at our Shabbat
Congregation Agudas Israel is many things.
We are a community center, a cultural desti- morning minyan, I used to feel that two hours
nation, a social organization, a party venue, on a Saturday morning was more than I could
and host of a multitude of organizations and endure. Turns out, the more I attend, the more
outreach groups. But, first and foremost, we I understand the rhythm of the service, the
are a synagogue – a synagogue that tries to more I familiarize myself with the meaning
meet the spiritual needs of a broad spectrum, and nuance of the prayers, the more I connect,
while maintaining the integrity of our affilia- and the more I look forward to each week
tion with the United Synagogues of America. and the renewal I find in Shabbat. Now, I
We meet every Saturday for Shabbat services, shape my week around it. Sometimes I find
and twice a month on Friday night for kabalat something in the siddur I’ve never noticed, or
Shabbat. But we can only do this if we have I reconnect with a prayer that always works.

Sometimes, I enjoy the company of a friend
beside me, and some days, I simply look forward visiting over a delicious lunch.
I’m proud that CAI can serve a multitude
of religious, social, political and entertainment needs. However, if we can’t maintain a
minyan on Shabbat we are in trouble.
The Board of Trustees in is the process of
renewing Chazzan Neil’s contract for another
two years. These past years, he has worked
hard to create services that are meaningful
and inclusive. Still, we are open, willing and
eager for suggestions and ideas that would
draw you to Shabbat. Would you like to give
a d’var torah, or learn a haftorah? Maybe
you’d like to bring a guitar and share a tefilla
or a song with the group. Come with a group
of friends, your Mother or a chocolate cake.
Come once and see what grows.
I can’t promise Shabbat morning will warm
your fingers – but it just might offer you more
than you think, and it will definitely be a gift
to your fellow congregations. Who knows,
maybe it will kindle a flame in your soul.

Hazzan’s
Notes: Modern Pilgrimage to Israel
by Hazzan Neil Schwartz
Pilgrimage can be
defined as “making a
journey for a spiritual
purpose”, or “making
a journey whose goal
is a spiritual experience”. Almost every
religious / cultural
group includes adherents who make pilgrimages to specific sites at specific times of year
for specific religious purposes, and many of
those religious purposes seem to be similar.
Three times each year we celebrate Jewish
Festivals which are based on Pilgrimage. On
Sukkot, Pesach, and Shavuot, our ancient Israelite ancestors took the best of their animals
and produce to the Temple in Jerusalem. The
priests sacrificed the animals, and the meat
was shared by the pilgrims and the priests.
Each of these Festivals has both agricultural components and historical components. On Pesach we retell the Exodus from
Egyptian slavery, on Shavuot we revisit the
giving of the Torah at Mt. Sinai, and on Sukkot
we remember the 40 years of wandering in the
Wilderness of Sinai. These are the historical
components, according to the Torah.
Pesach also celebrates the beginning of
the barley harvest, and Shavuot celebrates
the end of the Spring Wheat harvest in Israel
seven weeks later. Sukkot coincides with the
end of the Fall Harvest, and this is the source
of our modern holiday of Thanksgiving in

North America. These are the agricultural
components, also mentioned in the Torah.
While these three Pilgrimage Festivals
have greatly changed since the days of the
ancient Temple in Jerusalem, we are still
celebrating them with special services and
Torah readings. The Yizkor Memorial Service
is added to our morning service on the last
day of each Festival. We conduct a Seder
for Pesach, and some of us build a Sukkah
and wave the Lulav and Etrog during Sukkot.
There is a different type of Pilgrimage
involving Israel today, one where people go
to Israel for various purposes. Some of their
reasons for travel to Israel have an explicit
religious component, but there are underlying
spiritual components implicit in many other
reasons people express for visiting Israel.
There are at least five general reasons for
visiting the modern State of Israel. For many
of them, the phrase “making a Pilgrimage to
Israel” may be relevant. These include:
1. Jewish Peoplehood, 2. Sacred Land, 3.
Events and Sites, 4. Religious Experience,
and 5. Study and Culture. Here are some
specific reasons for visiting Israel in each of
these five general categories.

programs for seniors and college students
during breaks; volunteering for doctors and
with Magen David Adom.
2. Sacred Land: touring varied landscapes
of seacoast, cities and villages, deserts, hills
and low mountains, lakes and rivers, forests
and farmland; walking the sites where Bible
events took place; hiking and biking through
nature preserves, parks and forests; cave exploration and relaxing at beaches; working on
Kibbutzim for several months.
3. Events and Sites: Archeology sites and
participating briefly in digs; Memorials such
as for the 1948 and 1967 Wars, Yad Vashem
Holocaust Memorial, Mt. Herzl National
Cemetery; museums of Art, Science, His-

1. Jewish Peoplehood: Federation Missions visiting places where our funds are
spent; experience Jewish cultures from all
over the world in one place; experience neighboring Druze and Bedouin cultures; volunteer

INLAND STEEL PRODUCTS INC

continued on page 16

Business Slipping Away?

Maybe you are paying too
much for your steel?
Call Toll Free:

1-800-667-5353

Bucket Service Available
New Steel and Pipe
Used Steel and Pipe
President: Mark Ditlove
Saskatoon

This page is sponsored by Mickey and Lucille Narun of Toronto and Dr. David and Cheryl Singer of Winnipeg.
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The Wandering Jews – Spain and More

by Walter Gumprich

We decided on a holiday
centred around Barcelona for
our winter holiday since we had missed it on
our previous visit to Spain 10 years ago and
heard so many wonderful comments about it.
KLM took us to Amsterdam in 9 hours from
Vancouver and another 2 hours to aSpain.
Our hotel location was great for walking
down town. There was also a supermarket
next door with some unbelievable bargains
such as 2 x 150gm crème caramel for only 66
cents. Language was no problem at all. A few
Spanish words was all it took to provoke what
ever English the staff had to offer.
We started off by taking the City open top
“on off” bus tour for 2 days which gave us
an over view of the entire city of 1.6 million
with the possibility of stepping on and off the
bus at any of the 34 stops.
The regular bus service was also very convenient. An E.7.70 pass was good for 10 trips
on any of the local transportation systems.
(bus, underground or rail). We did not get
round to using the underground because the
buses were more convenient, scenic and we
preferred to do a lot of walking. The Paciag
de Gracia, was one of the main streets down
town, not too far from our hotel. It had a lot
of the unique Gaudi buildings that the city
is famous for. We spent quite a lot of time
there window shopping and on The Rambla
another long, wide pedestrian precinct which
was always busy regardless the time of day.
There was a very interesting square near its
south end with a flamenco café where we
enjoyed two performances.
We spent more than nine full days walking all over the city, so my list could go on
for quite a while. Another addition has to be
Parc Guell, or what we call the Gaudi Gardens
accessible from the open top bus route. The
gardens were extensive, original and complete
with Gaudi architecture and a small museum.

Successful investing
starts with
CIBC Wood Gundy

CIBC

Wood Gundy

Ron Holmes

(306) 975-3818 or 1-800-561-3800
CIBC Wood Gundy is a division of CIBC World Markets
Inc., a subsidiary of CIBC and Member CIPF

One of the main landmarks was the tion and details in masonry and intricate moSagrada Familia, Gaudi’s final unfinished saics specifically were something new to me.
masterpiece cathedral which the city is de- It is the 2nd largest mosque in Islam rivaled
termined to finish by 2012. Gaudi completed only by Mecca. It was completed in the past
the architectural drawings in 1928 when he 20 years as far as I could find out from a passpassed away, and construction commenced. ing German speaking guide. And here all I
It was well worth several visits. The Placa de had intended to do in Casablanca was call on
Catalunya was probably considered the centre Humphrey Bogart!
of the city where a lot of city and tourist buses
Other places we visited in Spain were
congregated. The ubiquitous La Corte Ingles the mountain enclave of Montserrat, a day’s
department store was to be found there and in train trip north of Barcelona with its funicular
all the Spanish cities we visited. Since 2002 railways and refreshing mountain walks and
the very small synagogue near the cathedral in extensive monastery complex. Girona was
the old part of the city has been open to tour- worth the two nights we spent there if only
ists, parts of which date back to Roman times, to see the Jewish Museum which chronicled
with excavations continuing. It is not used for the 300 thriving years of that community
religious services, but
up to 1492 when
there are four syna- Casablanca’s Hussein II Mosque
Jewish life came
gogues in the city that
to an abrupt halt
serve the present day was a complete surprise to us. It
with the Inquisicommunity.
tion. The artiWe b o o k e d a was huge, ornate and intricate and facts are mostly
Spanish cruise which a real credit to the country.
in surprisingly
involved an overnight
good condition.
sleeper train to MaWe were forlaga in the south, took us to Gibraltar, Lis- tunate to witness the Catalunyan dancing
bon, Canary Islands, Morocco’s Agadir and in the central square which apparently only
Casablanca and back to Malaga. The weather takes place at specific times of the year. The
throughout our trip was ideal with the first generally middle aged 70 or so well dressed
two weeks at around 25OC. The big surprises local participants performed a type of gracious
were Agadir and Casablanca. The former was square dance accompanied by a 14 piece brass
a clean very well organized little city where band. We were part of a similar performance
we hired a private local taxi for 25E ($37) earlier that day on Barcelona’s Av de Gaudi.
which gave us a very worth while tour of the The city wall was an exhilarating walk with
fish market and the city. Our experience of panoramic views of the city of 96,000. The
the cruise boat’s tour of Casabanca, which we weather was a bit cooler there, which actufelt compelled to take was that the promised ally made for comfortable walking raound
English interpreter was non functional. We the many historical sights. There were s lot
were becoming used to gleaning something of narrow and steep streets with a cathedral
from our Spanish, since all services on the perched right at the top.
Zenith Cruise catered to the 95% + Spanish
When we returned to Barcelona prior to
passengers with a smattering of Portugese and our return home, we spent the last day tourother Europeans, with an interesting group of ing Gaudi’s apartment and walking along the
Russians with their own interpreter. These streets familiar to us, such as Pg de Gracia,
passengers were no doubt attracted by the Plasa Catalunya, Diagonal with its large shopZenith’s free drinks policy. They were easy ping centre and confusing round about and
to identify by their clutching water glasses back to Balmes, our neighbourhood bus stop
(read Vodka) and walking as if the boat was street. It is worth mentioning that both cities
in a storm, even when tied up dockside. The were bilingual. Catalunyan seemed to be the
evenings entertainment was all in Spanish, preferred language over Spanish judging by
complete with a stand up comedian who in- the signage. In Girona Spanish was generally
troduced the magician and the fabulous dance omitted as an indication of local nationalism.
routines which thankfully took up most of the
There were so many good restaurants in
programme. Table waiting was in adequate our area that it was impossible to do them
English as was room service.
justice. Even choosing a breakfast spot was
Casablanca’s Hussein II Mosque was a difficult after ruling out the smoke filled
complete surprise to us. It was huge, ornate places. Wine was ample, inexpensive and to
and intricate and a real credit to the country.. our taste, particularly the Rioja red from the
The craftsmanship involved in the construc- Basque country in the northwest.
This page is sponsored by Gladys Rose of Toronto
This page is sponsored by Elizabeth Brewster
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“My Roger”

people whose lives he touched deeply and inspired
to a higher level of Jewish and human commitment
- as my brother David and I did when our father (a
congregational rabbi for 47 years) died - and I hope
that these will be a source of comfort to you, along
with the memories that you cherish, as it was for us.
With heartfelt wishes that the pain that you and
your entire family are feeling now will subside and
be replaced by a deep appreciation for the time you
had together.
Yours sincerely
Marc Saperstein, Principal
Leo Baeck College

Patricia Pavey

I don’t know how I’d have got through the
past few months had it not been for members
of Congregation Agudas Israel. You cared
for both Roger and me through his illness and
have been “there for me” since his death. In
hospital, the visits, e-mails showed him how
much he was respected and loved in the community. He was very touched and humbled by
these and the special Rosh Hoshanah service
put on in the Multi-Faith room at RUH.
Roger Pavey was a quiet man. He didn’t
care for “small talk” and this made him a
bit difficult to get to know. Ask him about
politics, cricket, Judaism or other religions,
though, and you’d have his company for
hours. His mind was encyclopaedic.
He was only too pleased to help put this
crazy world right. His was a mission of
Tikkun Olam. He was passionate about human rights, gender equality, education and
equal health care for all. He was honest to
a fault.
Roger was fond of cats and teddy bears!
And I’ll bet not many of you knew that your
Rabbi liked to cook! He was most creative.
Where else have you seen a pizza piled high
with broccoli and baked beans?
I first met Roger when I served on a multifaith committee which was struck to look
at racism in Saskatoon. We found we had
similar backgrounds, both having grown up in
working-class families in the West Midlands
of England. Over the years, through diverse
paths, we both grew away from our childhood
homes, took higher education and ended up
in - of all places - Saskatoon!
The rest, as they say, is history.
I have recently begun sorting through his
book collection. Roger’s organisational methods left much to be desired by a librarian like
me and I have found several sermons, lectures
and talks folded up and used as bookmarks. I
am collecting them and perhaps will get them
printed some time in the future. The man I
loved so much lives on in his words!
“May the beauty of his life shine for ever
and may my life bring honour to his memory.”
(From Forms of Prayer, Movement for
Reform Judaism’s 2008 prayer book)

A people’s memory is
history; and as a man
without a memory, so a
people without a history
cannot grow wiser, better.

Isaac Leib Peretz

I want to pass my condolences on to Rabbi
Pavey's family and the members of Agudas
Israel Congregation for the great loss. I always
remember the conversations I had with Rabbi
Pavey; he changed my life for the better. He
had a deep insight about life and a loving
method of communicating the truth. Rabbi
Pavey never told me what to do or what not
to do; but he told me stories or events that
where relavent that made you think. He never
was judgmental and I could tell him anything
without fear.He helped me transform from a
self centered person to someone who serves
a greater good. I work two jobs here; one
job is with the Magav; Boarder Police. Our
unit's primary job is to hunt down and arrest
Arabs that break through security around the
Modiin area. With growing up in isolation in
the Riding Mountains I learned how to track
trough different terrains; I always thought
this was a useless skill until I came to Israel.
My other job is working private security. It is
not about the money since we are the lowest
paid service in Israel and financially life is a
struggle. The reason that I am in the security
industry is due to what Rabbi Pavey told me;
he said the greatest deed that anyone can do
in their life is save another person's life, and
I know when we catch a boarder jumper lives
are being saved. One of Rabbi Pavey's favorite
jokes was about the Jewish mother with two
sons; the President and the Doctor; one is just
the president the other is saving lives.
Dwayne Gashyna
(formerly of CAS ) in Israel,
May I express on behalf of the entire
community of Leo Baeck College our deep
sympathies to you on the loss of our graduate,
Roger. Having followed your reports from
the past month or so, I can only imagine how
difficult this period must have been for you
and for him - alternating between hopeful
developments and discouraging setbacks.

I am sure that you will receive many communications, both in person and by letter or e-mail, from

I was very sorry to read my colleague Roger
passed away - I remember him from my time as a
student at the Leo Baeck College.
May his memory be a blessing to you and all
those numerous people whom he blessed at home
and during his work.
Sincerely
Rabbi Edward van Voolen, curator
Joods Historisch Museum / Jewish
Historical Museum
Amsterdam
I was sorry to hear about the passing away of
Roger. I remember him from the days when we
were studying at the Leo Baeck College in London.
I remember him as a man of great integrity and
warmth who showed an excellent example to a
young student ,like me, how to imbue the congregational rabbinate with humanity and deep meaning.
May he experience God's peace.
Shalom,
David Soetendorp
I was saddened to hear the death of your dear
husband and fellow alumnus Roger. We were so
excited to meet you all last year and spend time
hearing Roger's experiences in what we thought
was the back of beyond. But obviously he made it
into Jerusalem of the North!
His gentleness and dedication was something
that we remember with fondness and so glad that
we got to see him at that stage.
I know you have been through a terrible time
worrying about his health and you have now to
face this terrible loss. Our thought and prayers are
with you and we hope you will be comforted by all
your family and friends and the community which
he lead with distinction and love
Yours
Rabbi Dr Michael J Shire
Vice Principal
Leo Baeck College
Word has just reached me of Roger's death.
I remember Roger as far back as when I was
a student at the Leo Baeck College in London,
England, and then connected with him briefly
when he served Temple Shalom in Kitchener/
Waterloo, Ontario.
I will always think of him as one of God?s
loving servants, reaching out and teaching Jews in
some of the small corners of the world.
My thoughts and prayers are with you and
your family.
May his memory always be for a blessing.
Baruch Dayan HaEmet,
Rabbi Danny Gottlieb
Temple Kol Ami
Thornhill, Ontario

This page is sponsored by Lorna Bernbaum of Ottawa in memory of Frances Bernbaum of Winnipeg, formerly of Saskatoon
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Sue and I would like to express our condolences
on Roger's passing. As a fellow graduate of Leo
Baeck College I was well aware of Roger's rabbinical career, though I think we'd met only once
or twice. From everything I've heard about him it's
clear that he served the Jewish people with devotion
and skill, and I'm sure that he leaves behind a rich
legacy in his community and his family.
Our best wishes go out to you at this sad time.
We hope you find lots of strength and solace in
family and friends.
Wishing you "long life",
Rabbi Fred Morgan
Temple Beth Israel, Australia
I have just learned of the death of your dear
husband, Rabbi Roger Pavey, and offer my sincere
condolences.
Roger joined the Leo Baeck College about 3
years after I did and we got to know each other
quite well. I was always impressed by his high
intelligence and moral integrity. I last saw Roger
in 2006 during the 50th anniversary celebrations of
the Leo Baeck College in London and, as always,
his contributions to discussion were measured and
to the point. More recently I met one of his congregants, Simonne Horwitz at the Limmud conference
here in Durban in early August and she was full of
praise for his rabbinic work in Canada.
He will be sadly missed by you, his family and
his congregants, but you may take consolation from
having known and lived with a very special person.
May the All Merciful One comfort you at this
difficult time.
Yours in sympathy
RABBI HILLEL AVIDAN
Durban Progressive Jewish Congregation
The members of Southend and District Reform
Synagogue, here is the South East corner of England on the River Thames estuary, were saddened
to learn of Roger's death. A large number of them
asked me to pass on our best wishes and condolences to you, and other members of the family,

as they do have many fond memories of the time
Roger spent with our community.
Many commented on his gentleness, that he was
always prepared to make time to listen and to help
people and that he was good at finding solutions
to a variety of problems people brought to him.
We wish you and his family strength, comfort
and consolation at this sad time.
Rabbi Warren Elf
Southend and District Reform Synagogue
So sad at the news of Roger's death I often sat
next to him at Leo Baek Tuesday seminars.
May the Almighty comfort you and your family
together with all those who mourn in the gate of
Zion and Jerusalem.
Rabbi Sidney Kay
Southport UK
Dear Patricia and other members of Roger's
family, My wife and I had the greatest respect for
Rabbi Pavey when he lived in Saint John, NB, as
did my late father Samuel Davis and others. Rabbi
Pavey helped us when we wanted to name our third
son after my mother, Her Hebrew name was Gittel
Leah, and he suggested Tevye Yisroel, because
Gittel and Tevya both mean "good", and because
Leah was married to Yisroel. That shows the kind
of positive creativity he exhibited frequently.
Gary Davis,
Saint John, New Brunswick
This was very sad news indeed.
On behalf of the Prairie Centre for Ecumenism
Board and Staff, I offer our sincerest sympathy.
Roger will certainly be missed in your family, your
community and in many circles that he touched.
Carol Penner,
Office Manager
I just wanted to let you know that I lit a candle
during the 'milestones' of our Unitarian service this
morning, in memory of Roger and all he contributed to the congregation. A couple of people then
shared lovely stories of times he had helped them
that illustrated his kindness, generosity, and openness to other faiths. He was very much respected
and appreciated by the Unitarians in Saskatoon.
Kathryn
"I was so saddened to learn of Roger's death. I
always came away from his talks to the Unitarian
Congregation feeling enriched and provoked. You
are in our thoughts." (Kathryn Green, Unitarian,
Saskatoon)
I'm so sorry to hear of Roger's death. I feel
fortunate that I had several opportunities to meet
him. No words will help, but know that I hold you
in my heart.
Love, Jane (Bramadat, Unitarian Minister)
We are so sorry to hear of your loss and offer
our deepest condolences.
Roger was a profoundly decent person who
loved justice and had the capacity to see the good
in all people. We were all made better by having
known him. The world is a poorer place in his
absence and we will miss him greatly. Our only
small consolation is that now he is without pain

or suffering and in a place of ease as his soul
journeys onward.
With sincere love at this difficult time,
Daniel and Saba (Muslim - Saskatoon)
May God bless you and give you serenity. And
May God bless the departed soul of my friend
Roger.
It is an extremely sad occasion for all us, his
friends. I had known Roger for almost two decades
and admired greatly his intellect, integrity, honesty,
decency and kindness towards all humanity. I am
thankful to God for the chance of having known
Roger as a friend.
May God give you the courage to cope with this
sad event and May He bless you and all your and
his loved ones and Roger in his next life.
A. Hamid Javed (Saskaoon, Muslim)
Bon voyage to Roger
I attended the lovely memorial service for
Roger this morning. My father drew my attention to
the newspaper notice around 10 a.m. so I changed
my clothes and headed out the door! It was lovely
to have the Anglican and the Muslim participation,
and I was happy to see some old faces from MFS
(Lata, Fazal, Solly and Priscilla, and others).
I wondered if I needed that book "How to Be a
Perfect Stranger" :-) and I will always remember
something that Roger said at one of those gatherings at the library. He said something like, "We
can't possibly like everyone we meet, but we can
act as if we do."
My thoughts and prayers are with you and the
family. Personally, I think death is neither the end
nor the beginning, but part of the journey. Thus I
wish Roger "Bon Voyage"!
Be of good cheer,
Margaret (Bremner - Bahai)
I receive this news with a heavy heart but at the
same time I celebrate the wonderful man that Roger
was and the fine life he led. Roger was a student of
mine at St. Andrew's College. He was rigorous and
smart while at the same time being compassionate
and caring. He was a deeply spiritual man and I
always looked forward to his visits. I hope you,
his family, appreciate how many people will miss
him. My condolences to you all.
Christopher Lind
Toronto, Ontario
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Business or

Argentina, New York, Tennessee
and Saskatoon

by Gladys Rose

Here is a small
world story for
you to enjoy!
In mid-October, four Rose
family members were in New York to attend
a Bat Mitzvah. The weekend began with a
Kabbalat Shabbat service at Congregation
B’nai Jeshurun. This is one of the oldest
congregations in New York City with over
4,000 members. The synagogue sustained
enormous damage a few years ago when a
chandelier fell from the ceiling an hour before
Gloria Steinem was scheduled to speak. As
a result, the building was closed for years,
but has reopened after extensive renovations.
What an experience – a packed shul with
many, many young people. Reputedly it’s a
great place for singles to meet and mingle.
And the moorish design and architecture
from the mid-1800’s makes the environment
a spiritual delight.
The Shabbat morning service, believe it
or not, was held at the Church of Saint Paul’s
and Saint Andrew’s a few blocks away from
the synagogue. When the synagogue was
undergoing its renovation, the Church opened
its doors to the congregation in a true spirit
of community. On Saturdays, the Church
becomes a synagogue – in no way still resembling a church.

Congregation B’nai Jeshurun has two
male rabbis and one female rabbi. The men
and also the male cantor are from Argentina.
The melodies, with instrumental accompaniment were not all familiar, but wonderful just
the same. B’nai Jeshurun is progressive and
liberal, leaning towards Conservative, and is
completely egalitarian.
Following the Shabbat morning service,
the celebration including lunch and dancing
continued at yet another venue – the Park Avenue Synagogue on Madison Avenue at East
87th Street. Two buses were chartered to transport us from place to place. We peeked into
the sanctuary at the Park Avenue synagogue
and were struck with its modern beauty. A pavilion dedicated to the children who perished
in the Holocaust – now the location where a
Bat Mitzvah was being celebrated – gave rise
to thoughts of thanksgiving. We are still here!
So, you are asking: what is the small world
story? Here it is. At the conclusion of Kabbalat Shabbat, the Rabbi had suggested that
we strike up conversations with other congregants. On leaving, we did just that. Here’s
the conversation that took place between my
son-in-law, Les Klein, and a young man.
Les: Is this the way to Broadway?
Young Man: I think so, but I’m actually just
visiting, so I’m not sure.
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Les: Where are you from?
Young Man: Tennessee. Where are you from?
Les: Toronto.
Young Man: I don’t know much about the
Toronto Jewish community, but I do know a
little about the Saskatchewan Jewish community.
Les:You do? As it happens, so do I! What do
you know about it?
Young Man: My father is the Cantor at a
synagogue in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
Les: Guys! Listen to this! This is Cantor
Neil’s son!
Here’s a quiz. How many synagogues
are there in New York? How many Jews are
there in New York? What do you think the
probabilities are of such encounters?

I am a Jew, and it always
seemed to me not only
shameful but downright
senseless to deny it.
- Sigmund Freud, quoted by Helen Walker
Puner, “Freud”

Jewish Resources (from the sources)

by L. Horlick, O.C., S.O.M., M.D., FRCPCC

There are two types of Torah (a) Halakha Pavey said “if a congregation wants to have
“Lunch and Learn”
began in the early and (b) Aggadah. Halakha means road or music on shabbat, they would be fulfiling a
1990’s and consisted pathway, and establishes the norms by which mitzvah…the goal is Tzedakah or behaving
of members of our a Jew lives. It is the ‘way approved by God.’ in a loving way-which is a major goal of Judacongregation who It covers ritual, ceremonies, liturgy, civil ism.” An orthodox rabbi probably would not
wanted to learn more and criminal law-it is overarching. Aggadah agree. He would say “ making music is work
about Judaism and related issues. The group means ‘story’ or the aspects of life not con- and work is forbidden on the sabbath. Even
was led by Rabbi Pavey and devoted most of strained by law. i.e. ethics, philosophy, human watering a plant can be construed as work.”
JEWISH VALUES. Rabbi Pavey had inits early years to an exploraton of our Jewish feelings and relationships.
The Hebrew language sets the ‘rules of the tensively researched this area and provided
roots.
Most modern Jews are not Orthodox, and game’. Words are derived from a ‘root’ usu- our group with a list of 205 ‘values’. Followally consisting of three letters which gives the ing are some examples:
can be separated into three groups:
(1) Ahavah-love and fellowship-the basis
(a) those who have had a continuing ‘love basic meaning of the word but can sometimes
for a community.
produces confusion. For example, the words
affair’ with western civilization.
(2) Anavah-humility. The purpose of study
(b) those who have been engaged in an ‘adonai’ and ‘elohim’ whose root is ‘life’ or
is not to earn a PhD-it is an end in itself‘uneasy dialogue’ between slow as- ‘creator’. Adonai refers to the feminine aspect
a means of constructing a particular
of God, while elohim refers to God in his atsimilation and ethnic affirmation.
kind of life.
(c) those engaged in a search of ‘positive tribute of Justice.
(3) Am Haaretz-ignorance-“an ignorant
Torah consists of the five books of Moses
identity’, intensive, but not orthodox,
man cannot be pious. (Hillel). Judaism
which respects the need for Jewish and is the context of Jewish revelation. The
is based on knowledge and understanddiscipline and autonomy, which Rabbi basic text was the subject of much discussion
ing. Traditionally one third of the day
Pavey calls “the basic axiom of mo- and debate by the rabbis which was collected
should be spent in study; one third in
and edited as the Mishna by Rabbi Judah
dernity.”
work, and one third in rest. The intent of
Over the course of several years our group Ha Nassi (the Prince) in 200 AD.. It was a
the Jewish way of life is to produce inidentified the basic Jewish sources as (a) Torah halakhic collection which continued for 300
tellectuals. Study is crucial as a means
or ‘scripture’, (b) Traditional study in Yeshiva, years and became the Talmud. It was one of
to reading the texts. The person of
(c) Jewish values-which include ‘mitzvoth’. the first books to be printed (Venice 1470). It
‘simple faith’ has no place in Judaism.
Rabbi Pavey had identified 205 ‘Jewish val- is now available in English, but is very hard
(4) Aron ha kodesh-ark-implies the presues’ which formed an important part of our to understand. Rabbi Pavey said ‘you can’t
ence of God in the community.
discussions, They complement some of the teach yourself Talmud, you need a companion
(5) Avodah-worship or work. An ambigu613 mitzvoth listed by Maimonides (many and a teacher.”
ous term which parallels the Lutheran
MITZVOTH. They are halakhic guides to
of which are no longer actionable following
concept of ordinary work being holy.
the destruction of the second Temple by the justice and righteous living.
(6) Bal Tashhit-“do not harm the environMaimonides listed 613. Half begin with
Romans.)
ment”. In beseiging a city do not cut
SCRIPTURE is derived from the Latin, “you shall” and the other half with “you shall
down trees to make battering rams.
‘to write’. Once written it is completed, over, not”. Many of the mitzvoth related to the
We must not exploit nature-we must
and you cannot dialogue with it. On the other Temple and its services and are now obsolete.
co-operate with it.
An issue which has frequently created
hand, an oral tradition allows and encourages
(7) Berit-covenant (contract or relationdialogue. Jewish traditional study is usually problems for modern congregations is
ship), between Man and God, or bedone in a Yeshiva, where one studies the text whether it is appropriate to have music played
tween individuals, must be based on
alongside a companion, often with vocifer- or sung during services. Just such an issue
justice and love.
ous discussion-the text becomes ‘oral’ and arose in our synagogue. Those in favour of
(8) Behirah-choice-“you have to choose
you and your fellow student become a part having music claimed that it made shabbat
the right way, but I (God) can’t force
more pleasurable, and that fulfiling a mitzof the text.
TORAH means ‘teaching’ not law, and is vah should be an aesthetic experience. Rabbi
continued on page 17
divided into two parts, (a) the written Torah
(Old Testament) and (b) the oral Torah (‘Torah
she b’al peh’) which consists of discussion
and argument concerning the meaning or
C H A R T E R E D A C C O U N T A NTS
interpretation of the written Torah. Some orKeith Thomson
B.Comm. CA
thodox rabbis claim that it was given at Sinai
Paul S. Jaspar
FCA
along with the writen Torah, a probable fiction
Brian Turnquist
B.Comm. CA
designed to grant it more authority.
An interesting example of the application
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•Personal & Corporate Tax Planning & Preparation
of the Oral Torah relates to the death penalty
• Computer Consulting, Training & Monthly Processing
in ancient Israel (stoning, burning, drowning,
•Financial Planning & Loan Proposals
impaling…) Over 2000 years ago the Rabbis
•Estate Planning •Farm Taxation & NISA Forms
decided to abolish capital punishment which
•Business Plans •Litigation Support •Business Valuations
SASKATOON
was enshrined in the Torah, by surrounding it
810 Circle Dr. E
2105 8th St. E.
with a veritable thicket of restrictions, which
at Millar Ave
at Grosvenor
244-4414 Fax: 244-1545
essentialy made it imposible to carry out the
200 - 128 - 4th Avenue South, Saskatoon
933-1986
955-1989
penalty.
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by Karen Dawson, President
The Hanukkah
Fair on December
6th was a success, and
proved once again
that having a gift shop
and book store are
well worthwhile! We
saw a good turnout, and the Latke luncheon
was enjoyed by all! Thank you to those who
helped prepare the food, and all who supported their efforts by showing up to shop and
enjoy the feast! The Hanukkah play ‘Fannie’
was a fun and wonderful compliment to the

Sisterhood News

food and shopping event, and was, as always
a hilight!
The next Sisterhood event will be the popular Shabbat Family Dinner; January 22nd. We
look forward to another great turnout this year
- and of course Linda Shaw’s special brisket
meal! Everyone in the community is invited
to attend, please purchase tickets from Myla
before the event, so we know how many to
cook for!
Thank you to everyone who works to help
our community connect through Sisterhood,
together we are stronger!

From Our Tel Aviv Desk

‘It’s never too late to love your work.
Sometimes it’s inspiring. Sometimes it’s
monotonous. Usually it depends on our attitude. Look for the positives. Every job has
it’s own nobility. Give your work the respect
it deserves, and you’ll gain respect in return.’
‘Work keeps away those three great evils:
boredom, vice and poverty.’ - Voltaire
- The next Sisterhood meeting is January
10th - CAI Synagogue @ 1:00 pm
We invite all women in the community
to attend,..see you there!

by Keren-Or and Lior
We would like to begin by sending our
condolences to Patricia Pavey and to Rabbi
Pavey’s children and grandchildren. Although
we knew him for a short while – barely a year
– we feel comfortable enough to say that he
was a rare person, for that doesn’t take too
long to understand. For us, Israeli secular
Jews who don’t encounter Rabbi’s too often,
he represented all the good in Judaism – leaving the bad way behind: kindness, gentleness,
wisdom, humility and most of tolerance and
open-mindedness. The average secular Israeli
usually encounters Rabbi’s in Brit Mila, Bar
Mitzva, weddings (or divorces…), and so
on. Moreover, “Rabbi’s” are often negatively
represented in the [secular] press regarding
social and political conflicts: [non]separation
between state and religion, Shabbat, Kashrut,

Jewish settlements in the West Bank – you
name it. Unfortunately, there is very little
tolerance and open- mindedness regarding
these issues – from both sides of the conflict,
of course. One thing is certain, if there were
more Rabbi Paveys around here, the Israeli
society would definitely be healthier – and
the world would be a better place. All who
knew him should feel obligated to donate a
small part and try to carry on his message of
tolerance, of “live and let live”.
On a sharp contrast, and a completely different tone, we’re glad to inform you that we
are witnessing a reasonable winter around
here – so far at least. It started right at the
beginning of the year, in Rosh Hashanah, with
a couple of rainy days and continued with a
few more days of quite a lot of precipitation

since. We all hope that this tendency will
last all winter. In the meantime, there is a
Parliamentary debate regarding the need to
raise the price of water, after years of poor
ministerial administration. The main question is why we – the public – should pay for
all the mistakes government officials made
in years of negligence regarding the water
market. This comes after a controversial new
water “tax” – or fine – that was implemented
last summer, limiting the amount of water to
16 cubic meters per household (4 persons)
per month – above which the price leaped.
True, there is a water crisis – no one denies
that. But this crisis wasn’t born overnight. It
began years ago, and it can be said that the
water issue has always been relevant here.
continued on page 16
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Career Israel Program (February – July 2009)

by Leila Hesselson
I went on Birthright May 2008 and had a was correcting me along the way, talk about
As for our living situation it was definitely
fantastic experience. Upon my return I found multitasking! Other cultural activities that one of those things where you sacrifice on
out about the Career Israel Program from took place throughout the program were man- quality in order to live in a prime location.
e-mail communication I had received from datory seminars that we attended every couple There were 80 people in the program living
Birthright Alumni relations. Dahlia, one of of weeks, the topics ranged from the reform in my particular apartment block, which was
the people I met on my Birthright trip, and I movement in Israel to a first-hand account of great for socializing, however, for cleanliness
remained in contact after the trip and have be- the mission to Ethiopia to bring thousands it was questionable. Apparently, it is common
come amazing friends traveling to many des- of Jews to live in Israel. Though there were knowledge that downtown Tel Aviv has a
tinations including Costa Rica and Spain over many scheduled activities (especially in the cockroach infestation problem, enough said.
the last year. I encourage all the youngsters beginning in order for us to get acquainted Location, location, location: 7 min. walk from
in the community to go on Birthright; it is an with our new environment) there was still a the beach, 3 blocks from the shuk and around
excellent opportunity to get acquainted with lot of time to spend at the yam (beach) which the corner from Dizengoff Centre exact adwas only a 7 min walk away dress 37 Hamelach George. A little note on
Israel, learn about other longfrom where we lived. My first the Dizengoff centre. I lived right next to
term programs to participate in
coherent Hebrew sentence the place for five months, did all my grocery
after high-school or university
was “efo ha yam?” The only shopping there, it was my local mall. I like
and meet incredible friends who
thing is that I could not under- to think that I have a good sense of direction
you will have for a lifetime. My
stand the directions in Hebrew and orientation, however, I cannot say that I
friend Dahlia actually came to
that followed. That seemed to fully ever got the grasp of the mall layout. I
spend the first 5-weeks of the
be a common theme with me; would enter and exit and have to stand outside
Career Israel Program with
attempt to speak Hebrew, get trying to find out what direction to start walkme, participating in the openthe answer in Hebrew and ing back home according to my landmark, the
ing activities of the program
then ask the question again McDonalds sign. I do not think I entered and
that took place in Jerusalem
as well as the 3-week ulpan in
exited from the same
Leila and Mom Jennifer
Tel Aviv. The beginning of the
location twice.
program was particularly social, therefore, a in English. I guess
If you want more
great opportunity to get to know the other 100 that is one way to
information on the
participants from all over the world including learn the language.
program and the parA typical week
South America, South Africa and 20 particulars on how to apticipants from France. I got to put my French in Israel unfolded
ply please go to http://
Immersion skills to use and actually improved as follows: The
w w w. c a r e e r i s r a e l .
my French more than my Hebrew. Who goes more studious incom/. Also, if you are
to Israel besides me to improve their French? terns would work
interested in applying
The Career Israel Program is sponsored by a full work week,
and have specific quesMASA and the Jewish agency. This program Sunday to Thurstions on the program or
gives recent university graduates the oppor- d a y ( h o w e v e r,
my experience please
tunity to gain professional work experience in many weeks did
contact me via e-mail at
any domain including journalism, science and have some sort of
leila.hesselson@mail.
architecture. My internship was in a genetics Jewish holiday which resulted in a 3-4 day mcgill.ca and we can chat.
lab at the Sackler School of Medicine at Tel work week), perhaps a mandatory seminar to
I have recently partnered up with Hadassah
Aviv University. I worked under the direction attend on the one of the evenings and then a WIZO in order to launch a charity initiative. I
of Dr. Karen B. Avraham whose primary focus travel plan to spend Shabbat with family or will send details in the new year as the project
is to understand the molecular basis of hear- friends of family somewhere out of Tel Aviv. is expected to launch in February 2010. I look
ing loss in Israeli populations. I thoroughly Some weekends it was nice to just stay in Tel forward to your participation in the project.
enjoyed my experience in the lab; I enjoyed Aviv, have Shabbat dinner with friends in the
Cheers!
working closely with a PhD student on her program, chill out at the beach, go for a late
thesis project as well as spending time learn- afternoon falafel, shower, nap, sushi dinner
ing from other students in the lab. On average followed by a night of dancing until 4am.
interns worked anywhere from 25 – 40 hours a Throughout the program we did have four
week, so there was a lot of time to experience planned tiyuls as a group, including going up
Israeli culture. From a language standpoint we north to the Golan Heights and down south to
spent the first 3-weeks in ulpan (I was in level the Negev. I personally made a trip up north
aleph echat) and then we were on our own to visit Yael and Yishay for a weekend. I spent
Barristers, Solicitors and Mediators
to discover the language for ourselves. After some time at their Kibbutz called Zivon and
RANDY KATZMAN
B.Comm., LL.B.
things were up and running with my intern- had a beautiful Shabbat picnic. I also had
ship I started private Hebrew lessons with an two weeks of bliss when my mom came to
(306) 653-5000
Israeli teacher in her home and then I would visit. Though I was working during the day
Fax: (306) 652-4171
practice my new words at work. I remember and my mom was going to visit Hadassah
one time one of the masters students in my lab projects with the Canadian Hadassah mission
was sitting dissecting a mouse ear and listen- to Israel in April, I still managed to luxuriate
5th Floor, Atrium Place, #510, 128 - 4th Avenue S.,
ing to me recite my Hebrew sentences paying in her hotel, eat nice meals, shop and overall
Saskatoon, S7K 1M8
particular attention to my pronunciation as he just have a nice time together.
This page is sponsored by Jeffrey and Sherril Stein.
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Hadassah-WIZO News

CHW is Canada’s leading Jewish women’s philanthropic organization. Founded in
1917, CHW is non-political, volunteer driven and funds a multitude of programs and
projects for Children, Healthcare and Women in Israel and Canada.

by Linda Shaw
Hi everyone and
best wishes for a great
2010.
HadassahWIZO members can
be proud of our productive autumn: a delicious Pot Luck Dinner opening meeting at
Lesley-Ann Crone’s, the launch of our Jewish
Dinner-for-Eight Raffle project, and a very
successful CHW Campaign Dinner on November 8th at the Saskatoon Club. Our special
guests for that evening were Marla Dan, the
CHW National President, and Alina Ianson,
the CHW National Executive Director.
Marla and Alina’s visit was perfectly timed
to launch our Saskatoon 2009 CHW Campaign and to share their vision of the ongoing
renewal of our organization. Both women
have taken on their new leadership positions
in CHW within the past year and this was
a wonderful opportunity for our Saskatoon
members and friends to meet them for the
first time. Marla and Alina are the fresh new
face of Hadassah-WIZO: young, energetic
and totally dedicated to CHW. They told us
about some innovative ideas for fundraising,
they shared stories about our projects and
the extremely valuable work we do in Israel.
They reminded us “how and why we do what
we do.” CHW makes a significant difference
in the difficult lives of many Israelis – and has
been doing so for over 92 years.
Another highlight of the Campaign Dinner
was Laura Buckwold as our musical entertainment. She totally WOW-ed the audience,
delightfully showing her amazing range of
vocal talent, singing show tunes and operatic
arias. Thank you, Laura.
CHW’s website is a wonderful place to
find out everything about our organization.
I highly recommend that you check it out:
www.chw.ca and follow the links to Children,
Healthcare and Women’ projects. You can
donate on-line now too. It’s quick, easy and
safe. Very soon, CHW will launch Young
CHW’s virtual event, “Team YCHW Climbs
the Mountain.” This will be a major landmark

for the organization, using new
technology to advance our mission
and to increase support. I’m looking
forward to learning how the Internet
can help us too (so no “old dog, new
tricks comments, please.)
Saskatoon Hadassah-WIZO can
be very proud of the results of our
2009 campaign. As of Dec. 12 th
we have raised close to $9000 and
I expect that will be higher by year
end. Thank you so much to all of you
who so donated so very generously
this year. It’s never too late to send
a contribution – or to do so on-line.
I will print a full list of our donors in
the March Bulletin.
Our other two major Sarah Goldenberg
Chapter projects are the Jewish Style Dinner-for-Eight Raffle and the Silver Spoon
Dinner. Both will need everyone’s help to
ensure their success. So Sell, Sell, Sell your
raffle tickets and have the money and stubs
in before the Shabbat Family Dinner, Jan.
22nd. Call Linda Shaw to volunteer for both.
(ph.374-7720 or lindashaw@shaw.ca).
Silver Spoon Dinner 2010 is a GO. Planning is well underway. Jan Gitlin has signed
up a ‘soon-to-be-announced’ speaker/comedienne for May 10, 2010. The tickets go on sale
on Monday, Feb.8th at a Wine and Cheese
Reception at the Sheraton Cavalier, Top of

the Inn. In order to get ready for the launch,
I need your help with preparing the mail-out.

Important dates:
Silver Spoon Dinner Work Bee:
Wednesday, Jan. 6th
at 7:00 at the JCC

Hadassah Cards

1. From Sarah Goldenberg Chapter to Patricia In memory of Rabbi Pavey.
2. From Pauline Laiman and family in sympathy of mother and grandmother Rose
Laiman.
3.From Zara Gurstein a happy anniversary
to Les & Heather Fenyes.
This Page is Sponsored by Saskatoon Hadassah WIZO
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Wine and Cheese Ticket Sale
Reception: 5:30 – 7:00 p.m.
Monday, Feb. 8

As my father planted for

The Saskatoon Jewish Foundation

gratefully acknowledges the following contributions:
GREETING
FROM
Saskatoon Jewish Foundation
In memory of Irene Blum
Elizabeth Brewster
In memory of Irene Blum
BB Torchinksy		
Patricia Pavey
In memory of Rabbi Roger Pavey
Brian & Sandi Leith
Steven Goluboff
In honour of your medical achievements Anne Shechtman
		
& Family 		
Patricia Pavey
In memory of Rabbi Roger Pavey
Anne Shechtman
		
& Family 		
Linda Shaw
In memory of Clarice Buckwold
Anne Shechtman
		
& Family 		
Partricia Pavey
In memory of Rabbi Roger Pavey
Rachel, Bill
		
& Assaf Barkaie		
Partricia Pavey
In memory of Rabbi Roger Pavey
John Crawford		
Patricia Pavey
In memory of Rabbi Roger Pavey
Leona Wasserman
Patricia Pavey
In memory of Rabbi Roger Pavey
David & Edith Blades
In memory of Irene Blum
Ilya Blum		
In memory of Irene Blum
Wavell & Karen
		
Howard
			
Gladys & Gerry Rose fund
Terri Kay
In honour of your 70th birthday
Glady Rose		
Patricia, Jonathon
In memory of Rabbi Roger Pavey
Glady Rose & Family
& Danny Pavey					
Irving Goldenberg
Get Well wishes
Glady Rose & Family
			
Elaine & Sherwood Sharfe Fund
Patricia Pavey
In memory of Rabbi Roger Pavey
Elaine & Sherry Sharfe
Cliff Hendler
In memory of your mother
Elaine & Sherry Sharfe
Abe Gertler
In memory of your brother, Coleman
Elaine & Sherry Sharfe
			
Seymour Buckwold Cultural Fund
Patricia Pavey
In memory of Rabbi Roger Pavey
Ron, Jan, Josh
		
& Nicky Gitlin		
Patricia Pavey
In memory of Rabbi Roger Pavey
Lesley-Ann Crone
		
& Alan Rosenberg
Patricia Pavey
In memory of Rabbi Roger Pavey
Ned Garstad
		
& Zach Logan		
Patricia Pavey
In memory of Rabbi Roger Pavey
Cliff & Betty Wright
Patricia Pavey
In memory of Rabbi Roger Pavey
The Laimon
		
& King Families		
Patricia Pavey
In memory of Rabbi Roger Pavey
Elizabeth Brewster
& The Pavey Family					
In memory of Rabbi Roger Pavey
Joe & Colleen Golumbia
In memory of Rabbi Roger Pavey
Heather J. Kleiner
Patricia Pavey
In memory of Rabbi Roger Pavey
Linda & Arnie Shaw
In memory of Irene Blum
Gladys Rose 		
			
Avivi Young Shlichim Fund
Patricia Pavey
In memory of Rabbi Roger Pavey
June Avivi		
In memory of Irene blum
June Avivi		
			
Nate & Grace Gouboff Fund
Patricia Pavey
In memory of Rabbi Roger Pavey
The Goluboff Family
In memory of Irene Blum
The Goluboff Family
TO

me before I was born,
So do I plant for those
who will come after me.

from the Talmud

Your contribution, sent to:
Saskatoon Jewish Foundation
Congregation Agudas Israel,
715 McKinnon Avenue, Saskatoon
S7H 2G2
will be gratefully received and
faithfully applied.

This page is sponsored by Dr. Joe & Colleen Golumbia of Sidney, BC
This page is sponsored by Dr. Syd z'l & Miriam Gelmon of Vancouver
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Shlichim Convention

by Noga and Ziv Shahan

On November 19th, we were on our way to
Washington DC, excited and happy. We were
heading towards Washington so we could get
to the Shlichim Convention in Baltimore on
the 20th. We were really looking forward to
this convention. First of all we would see all
the other Shlichim. On our training during
the summer, we became very close to a lot of
people, but since 98% of them are Shlichim
in the states, we don’t get the opportunity to
meet them during the year, so we use Skype
very often, but as you can imagine, it’s not
the same… After we spent one night in North
Virginia at a friend’s house (she is shlicha in
Fairfax Virginia), we drove to Baltimore on
the day after (got there late though because we
had to wait for our lost luggage), and surprised
to find out that the conventions center is surrounded by a beautiful forest and charming
green hills. It felt like a dream. Meeting all
our friends was very emotional for us, and we
tried to enjoy every minute of our “togetherness”. The schedule in the convention was
really tight. We were up at 7am and went to
bed around 11pm everyday. We were very
tired most of the time, but we did get a chance
to learn a lot. We had the chance to meet the
head of the Jewish agency, Natan Sheransky
who came to speak with the entire group.
It was very interesting to see and hear

about the other shlichim’s experiences in their
communities since every community is so different than the other. We also told them about
the fabulous Jewish community in Saskatoon,
that even if it’s the smallest community that
has Shlichim, and even if does not consist of
120,000 Jews like the Metro-west community
in New Jersey, and even if it’s not where you
can walk around in short sleeves all year like
Gainesville Florida, it’s still the best place
in our eyes! We told them about the active,
warm, wonderful people and the interesting
work done in Saskatoon. It made everyone
want to learn more about our community
here in Saskatoon. Even a reporter of a major
Israeli Newspaper Ha’aretz interviewed us,
and Saskatoon made the news in Israel!
The convention made us feel, at least for
the 5 days we were there, like we are visiting Israel. Hebrew all around, Israeli food
(the convention center is owned by a Jewish
family and all the food is Kosher) and even
Israeli music!
Saying goodbye in the end of the convention was almost like saying goodbye to
the family all over again… Lucky for us, a
lot of our friends chose, like we did, to stay
for a few more days in Washington over the
American Thanksgiving holiday, so we spent
the evenings there together as well.

Washington DC is a beautiful city. The
Mall area where all the museums are is just
lovely, and we managed to be good tourists
and see lots of tourist attractions. The most
interesting experience for us was the visit to
the Holocaust museum. We went there on the
American Thanksgiving day, and there were a
lot of people there – something that touched
our heart. It is not to be taken for granted that
Americans choose to spend their holiday in
that museum. We saw parents telling their kids
about the horrors of the past, and we heard
kids asking questions that anyone would have
trouble to answer.
Even though it was great to travel in the
US with our Israeli friends, getting back
to Canada- on the night of the Grey Cup
game- was a huge relief. We found how much
smoother people are here, and learned to appreciate some things we thought were given.
Like actual kindness from a stranger, and the
use of debit cards, and people who speak in
Celsius like civilized people.
Most of all, we were glad to return to the
community, learning from our peers how
special and unique it really is, how the bond
with Israel the Saskatoon community has is so
strong compared to other places, how strong a
leadership it has, how persistent it is sticking
together in spite of differences.

Back
to BB Riback
by Abby Holtslander
This summer I decided to go back to camp
BB Riback, after not going for the past 2 years.
I decided to go back because I really wanted
to see my friends and I missed everyone
there a lot! Going to camp BB was a great
experience. I made tons of great friends and
learned a lot about Judaism. I really enjoyed
all of the activities they have at camp BB.

Such as tubing, zip line, arts and crafts and
drama. It means a lots to me that I can go
somewhere that there are lots of Jewish kids
because here there aren’t that many of us
here in Saskatoon. I think that any kid would
love camp BB because it is a really fun place
and everyone is so nice and friendly there. I
was a bit scared to travel by myself to camp
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this summer but it wasn’t bad at all. I met up
with 2 camp BB counselors at the airport and
then they drove me to camp. Thank you to the
Saskatoon Jewish Foundation and B’nai Brith
lodge #739 for helping me get to camp BB. It
was a really awesome experience and I plan
on going back next year.
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by Noga Shahan

Our "Shlichut' in Saskatoon

The winter is apparently here, and for us
Israelis, it’s not easy to deal with such cold
weather. Ice on the roads? We thought you
can only find ice inside your Soda… Snow?
Does it exist outside of a water globe? Minus
30? Sounds like a solution to a math equation,
not a real temperature…
Well, it turns out that all these are very
real, so we are trying to wear a lot of layers
and eat a lot of soup, And Participate in some
Heart-warming events…
So how did we warm our hearts in the last
few weeks?
We began November with a beading class

with our guest from Israel – Rina (Noga’s
mom). In this class, we learned how to make
special bracelets with small beads. All the
participants made extremely beautiful jewelry

and we had a nice time together as well. Although we offered Rina to develop the class
into a yearly course, she respectively declined
and flew back home.
On November 4th, we held the Rabin memorial service. In the service we tried to show

All beginnings require
that you unlock a
new door.
Rebbi Nachman of Breslov

the diversity in the Israeli society today as to
how to deal with the assassination, 14 years
after it occurred. The service was followed
by a discussion with the audience about their
recollections of the Murder, and how they
view it. It was a meaningful service thanks to
all the people who took a part in it – the participants in the service itself, and the audience
that shared their thoughts in the discussion.
The last month we also got the chance
to speak outside
of the community.
We were invited
by Ralph Katzman
to talk with the
wonderful group
of the “Optimist
Club” about Israel.
Also Ziv presented
a Jewish perspective on faith and
Media in an interfaith convention carrying that topic In the
U of S, hosted by the
Ahmadia community.
On December, We
started the celebrations of Hanukah with
a sufganyot (donuts)
cooking class, where
we made an Israeli
delicious jelly donuts. Of course Hanukah
celebrations would not be complete without
the traditional Hanukah musical. This year we
had a lot of fun presenting the world renowned
musical – “Fannie”.
In these last two months were also busy
with activities of our continuing yearly programs:
In the meetings of the Limmud program
we had two very different sessions. One was
a teeth crunching attempt to decipher together
some new meanings from an ancient text, and
got to interesting ideas. The second program
was a journey to the story of the writing of the
story of Hanukkah. How is it that a millennia

after the Maccabean revolt,
somebody decides to start
talking about some minor
miracle? (Hint: they didn’t
like the Maccabees).
We watched the Israeli
movies “Sallah” and “Someone to Run With” on the Breakfast club. We
studied and practiced our Hebrew in the Hebrew lessons and Café Ivrit
All and all, these past two months were just
great. We had so much fun that sometimes we
even forgot it’s 30 below outside…
We can’t wait for the upcoming months
to come! Meanwhile we hope you’ll come
to warm with us with your presence in the
upcoming events. Look for the ads in the
Bulletin!
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Hazzan's Notes... from page 4
tory in general and of specific events; Jewish
concerts and drama and arts festivals; visiting
family and friends who live in Israel.
4. Religious Experience: B’nei Mitzvah at
the Western Wall in Jerusalem or on Masada;
Hassidic and Mizrachi Jews may visit the
tombs of “holy men”; study of Jewish texts
in programs such as Pardes and in various
Yeshivot; celebrating Jewish holidays in a
very Jewish environment; shopping for Jewish
religious objects in Israeli stores.
5. Study and Culture: Semester Abroad
at Hebrew University in Jerusalem; BirthRight
trip; Nativ year between high school and college; Ramah / USY / Young Judea / NFTY
tours; Ulpan intensive study of Hebrew;
events such as Sports Maccabiah and choral
concert tours; conferences and conventions;
March of the Living.

While the “Religious Experience” reasons
for visiting Israel more clearly have aspects
of “Pilgrimage”, many of the other reasons
listed above have spiritual components also.
If the main goal of a Pilgrimage is to have a
“spiritual experience”, that can be a result of
touring Israeli War Memorials or Yad Vashem,
participating briefly in an archeological dig, or
simply walking the landscape where Biblical
events took place.
Federation Missions, such as the one on
which several of our members went, have a
component of Pilgrimage, as important sites
are visited. Several of our students have also
participated on the March of the Living, where
both the European and the Israeli portions of
that experience often have powerful spiritual
impacts.
There is also the concept of “Inner Pilgrim-

age” which can take place for those who do
not have an opportunity to actually make
the “sacred trip”, but who are affected by
those who return from the actual journeys.
In our congregation, our connections to the
State of Israel and to the Land of Israel are
strengthened by our Shlichim, who bring Israel into our lives through the work they do
in Saskatoon.
Whether we take an actual journey (Pilgrimage) to Israel for some of the reasons
listed above, or we have an inner spiritual experience which can be considered to be a type
of “Inner Pilgrimage”, may we find ourselves
called to service for others as a result. May
we be strengthened in our Jewish identity,
inspired to work with others to improve the
world, and encouraged to participate more
fully in the life of our Jewish community.

Tel Aviv Desk... from page 10
So, why are the authorities waking up now?
Why weren’t the desalination plants built ten
years ago? These questions and more require
answers; however it seems the answers will
come in the form of money – from the public
– without anyone paying the price for incompetence and negligence.
By the way, one of the major issues regarding the water crisis is finding a solution to the
Dead Sea – which is slowly but surely shrinking to scary dimensions (the water level has
fallen more than 20 meters in the last 30 years,
and continues to fall in such a rate). There are
two major man-made actions responsible for
such an ecological disaster. The first is the
fact that most of the Sea’s water sources are
pumped and used as the major fresh water
source in the area – mostly in Israel but also
in Jordan and in Syria. Second, the Dead Sea
Works in Israel and its parallel in Jordan –
mineral industries (mainly potash) that pump
water from the northern part of the Sea to the
southern evaporation ponds, in order to extract
minerals. Needless to say, there are many serious ecological consequences to the Sea’s slow
disappearance, for example that the tourism
center where most of the hotels are located
is in danger. Quite a few solutions have been
suggested, some pretty pretentious - building
a seawater tunnel from the Red Sea (or the
Mediterranean), and some as simple as just

ceasing to pump water from the Jordan River
and the Kineret (Sea of Galilee). Specialists
say that we are nearing the “point of no return”
and a decision must be taken very soon. Even
then, it might take decades for the actions to
take effect (if any of the readers is interested,
e-mail me and I’ll send links regarding the
subject).
As for politics, we’re never bored around
here. One of the major debates during recent
weeks is PM Netanyahu’s decision to freeze
construction of new housing in the West Bank
for ten months. This has brought back scenarios from the summer of ‘05 - the withdrawal
of settlements from the Gaza strip. Jewish
settlers from the West Bank are confronting
the government’s decision, raising once again
the political conflict regarding the future of the
settlements – and the limits of democracy in
the form of “refuseniks”. Another interesting
political incident was a British court’s threat
to take into custody opposition leader Tzipi
Livni once she arrives in London, due to her
participation in the Gaza ordeal last December, as foreign minister. What an absurdity.
What hypocrisy. Do we need to remind the
peace-loving British court system what their
soldiers are responsible for in Iraq and Afghanistan? Oh, sorry about the comparison…
it’s different, isn’t it?! Well, that’s for every
one of us to judge for ourselves…We under-

stand that Israel must be judged by different
standards, Israeli leaders may do what their
counterparts from the Western world do – but
they will be considered war criminals.
The Gaza Operation is very controversial,
true. Israelis have mixed feelings about what
happened in Gaza: on one hand, the military operation was a very violent one, with
hundreds of Palestinians killed; on the other
hand the bombing of Israeli towns that had
been going on for eight years – aiming at the
civilian population – has ceased. What does
all this mean? That only the use of force is
efficient? Probably not, but it sure makes the
whole situation even more complex. However,
the gap between controversy and war crimes
is huge, and “enlightened” cultures such as
the British should consider such hypocritical actions beforehand, and also look in the
mirror every now and then. As Israelis, we
definitely have a lot of homework to do – but
that doesn’t mean the countries fighting in Iraq
and Afghanistan are exempt of doing so themselves, and have the right to [literally] judge
[in a courtroom…] a democratic leadership
from another sovereign democracy – even if
it stumbles from time to time.
PROFESSIONAL ADVICE
FROM A QUALIFIED
FINANCIAL ADVISOR

Michael Soberman... from cover
Darrell Nordstrom, R.F.P.,
candidates how to teach the Holocaust in the Community Development for the Regional
C.F.P.,
CLU.
public school system. In 2006 on ErevYom Jewish Communities of Ontario. Michael
•Financial Estate Planning
Ha’Shoah, Michael delivered the key note traveled to the 26 Regional Jewish Communi•Investment Management
address to an audience of over 4000 people in ties in the province of Ontario directing the
•Charitable Bequests
Krakow including former Prime Minister and UJA Campaign and delivering educational
current President Shimon Peres. You can listen programs and services. At heart, Michael is
Assante Wealth Management
to his remarks at http://web.mac.com/uiaeli/ a “camp guy” and spent eighteen summers
Wealth Creation, Preservation and Management
iWeb/motl_podcasts/Canada%202006%20 working at Camp Kadimah, a Zionist sum200 - 261 1st Ave. East
Podcasts%20-%20Poland/785CEF05-6B70- mer camp in the Maritime province of Nova
Saskatoon,
Sask. S7K 1X2
47E9-9C16-E98530A1DE3B.html
Scotia.
Bus: 665-3377 Res: 933-4123
Previously, Michael was the Director of
This page is sponsored by Ann & Debbie Diament of Toronto
This page is sponsored by Micha and Patti Puterman (nee Landa) of Tel Aviv and by Petty Landa of Toronto.
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Yahrtzeits
January 1/2
Anne Goldstein
Sadie O'Fallon
Leon Dragushan
Anne Shore
Joe Schachter
Gertrude Bricker
Harry Spector
S.B. Levin
Minnie Cramer
Tsilav Gutner
Essie Flikshteyn
Sarah Goldenberg
Harry Buckwold
Sarah Epstein
Irvin Nisenholt
Samuel Wiss
Samuel Meyers
Mordechai Avivi
Margret Cohen

Tevet 15/16
Jan 1 (15)
Jan 1 (15)
Jan 1 (15)*
Jan 1 (15)*
Jan 2 (16)*
Jan 3 (17)*
Jan 3 (17)*
Jan 4 (18)*
Jan 4 (18)*
Jan 4 (18)
Jan 5 (19)
Jan 6 (20)*
Jan 6 (20)*
Jan 6 (20)*
Jan 6 (20)
Jan 7 (21)*
Jan 7 (21)
Jan 7 (21)*
Jan 7 (21)

January 8/9
Jacob Laimon
Fanny Landa
Esther Pentol
Clara Milavsky
Faige Bernbaum
David Avol
Avraham Abelevsky
George Mayer
Irving Schulman
Charlotte Fine
Solomon Katzman
Bessie Trager

Tevet 22/23
Jan 8 (22)
Jan 8 (22)*
Jan 9 (23)
Jan 9 (23)*
Jan 11 (25)*
Jan 11 (25)*
Jan 12 (26)*
Jan 13 (27)
Jan 13 (27)
Jan 14 (28)
Jan 14 (28)*
Jan 14 (28)*

January 15/16
Bert Scharfstein
Isador Singer

Tevet 29/Shevat 1
Jan 15 (29)
Jan 15 (29)

Joseph Sugarman
Michael Sklar
Chaim Reznick
Edward Burns
William Shear
Shimon Tzalkovich
Mizal Tsaakov
Chaye Goluboff
Reuben Gitlin
Sonny Ludwig

Jan 15 (29)
Jan 17 (Shevat 2)
Jan 18 (3)*
Jan 18 (3)
Jan 18 (3)*
Jan 19 (4)
Jan 19 (4)
Jan 20 (5)
Jan 20 (5)
Jan 21 (6)

January 22/23
Walter Zion
Benjamin Tadman
Rebecca Shore
Joseph Switzer
(Girl) Neumann
Ethel Scharfstein
Sadie Brand
Charles Feinstein
Jacob Waldman
Sondra Resnick
Chaim Friedman
Annie Golumbia
Joseph Bender
Clara Adilman
Rose Gonick
Pearl Gurstein
Lillian Freidman
Louis Spector
Louis Shore
Saralee Plachte

Shevat 7/8
Jan 22 (7)*
Jan 24 (9)*
Jan 24 (9)*
Jan 25 (10)
Jan 25 (10)
Jan 25 (10)
Jan 25 (10)
Jan 26 (11)
Jan 26 (11)*
Jan 26 (11)*
Jan 26 (11)
Jan 27 (12)*
Jan 27 (12)*
Jan 27 (12)*
Jan 27 (12)*
Jan 28 (13)
Jan 28 (13)*
Jan 28 (13)*
Jan 28 (13)*
Jan 28 (13)

January 29/30
Seco Resnick
David Claman
Harris Holzberg
Sam Raisen
Nathan Goluboff
Susan Cherry
Lida Isaakov

Shevat 14/15
Jan 30 (15)
Jan 31 (16)
Jan 31 (16)*
Jan 31 (16)
Jan 31 (16)*
Feb 1 (17)*
Feb 2 (18)

Albert Viner
Sam Hearn
Gitta Gootnik
Nathan Siskin
Isadore Korber

Feb 2 (18)*
Feb 2 (18)*
Feb 3 (19)
Feb 4 (20)
Feb 4 (20)*

February 5/6
Shevat 21/22
H Glick
Feb 5 (21)
Hyman Tabachnicoff Feb 5 (21)
Meyer Gurstein
Feb 6 (22)
Morris Burtnick
Feb 6 (22)
Ethel Katzman
Feb 6 (22)*
Baruch Levington Feb 8 (24)
Sarah Laimon
Feb 8 (24)*
Joseph Dunn
Feb 8 (24)
Abraham Guttman Feb 8 (24)
Joseph Gonick
Feb 8 (24)*
Vera Rabinovitch Feb 9 (25)
Freda Katz
Feb 9 (25)*
Male Tzalkovich
Feb 9 (25)
Bertha Kuenstler
Feb 10 (26)
Percy Shore
Feb 10 (26)*
Sol Freidin
Feb 10 (26)
Esther Freidin
Feb 10 (26)
Jessie Kay
Feb 10 (26)
Sam Rabinovitch Feb 11 (27)*
Abraham Trager
Feb 11 (27)*
February 12/13
Fanny Sugarman
Jack Schwartz
Morris Danenhirsch
Benjamin Faibish
Fanny Nisenholt
Harriett Kaplan
Herman Mahlerman
Sarah Altman
William Adilman
Vera Schlucker
Elaine Friedman
Lily Salz

Shevat 28/29
Feb 12 (28)*
Feb 13 (29)
Feb 14 (30)
Feb 14 (30)
Feb 14 (30)*
Feb 14 (30)*
Feb 14 (30)*
Feb 15 (Adar 1)*
Feb 15 (1)*
Feb 15 (1)
Feb 16 (2)
Feb 16 (2)

Ronald Trute
Millie Diamond
Hazel Buckwold
Gitman Chertkow
Rose Selchen
Marcia Sarlin

Feb 17 (3)
Feb 17 (3)*
Feb 18 (4)
Feb 18 (4)
Feb 18 (4)
Feb 18 (4)*

February 19/20
Wolf Meth
Charna Gersher
Boy Bressier
Shirley Scitz
Rose Wolfe
Frances Melamede
Raisa Mondros
Dana
Annie Altschul
Sadie Chertkow
Itta Golumbia
Motas Kleyman
Fred Shnay
Gussie Sklar
Moses Burt
Maurice Mitchell

Adar 5/6
Feb 20 (6)*
Feb 20 (6)
Feb 20 (6)
Feb 20 (6)
Feb 21 (7)*
Feb 21 (7)
Feb 21 (7)
Feb 22 (8)
Feb 22 (8)*
Feb 23 (9)
Feb 24 (10)*
Feb 24 (10)*
Feb 24 (10)*
Feb 24 (10)*
Feb 25 (11)
Feb 25 (11)

February 26/27
Ann Raisen
Samuel Kaplan
Harry Helfgott
Leah Meth
Harry Sarlin
Jacob Golumbia
A.J. Weiner
Yetty Goodman
Lorraine Sklar
Lillian Levitt

Adar 12/13
Feb 26 (12)
Feb 28 (14)
Feb 28 (14)
Feb 28 (14)*
Feb 28 (14)*
Mar 1 (15)*
Mar 2 (16)
Mar 2 (16)
Mar 4 (18)
Mar 4 (18)

Lou Horlick... from page 8
you to make a certain choice. You have
times we have had chassidism, mystics,
freedom to choose.” This is an essenreform and modern liberal Judaism protial aspect of Judaism. Every choice
viding other viable options in Judaism.
has a consequence and there are no
Orthodox Jews see the halakhic definiEditor-in-Chief................................Steven Goluboff
guarantees. Saying “I had no choice”
tion as ‘eternal’ or ‘outside history’.
Youth Editor............................... Mayah Holtslander
is a modern concept. There are always
Advertising Manager............................... Ron Gitlin
choices, and God says “choose.” MorAny viable definition of Judaism must
Circulation Manager.......................... Myla Deptuch
ally speaking, you cannot abstain, for begin with the ‘sources’which Jews have
Layout & Graphic Design.................... Janet Eklund
no decision is also a decision.”
‘canonized’ in the prayer book, the bible and
Rabbi Pavey said “ values are the pieces in rabbinic literature. It will have to include
Cost of this issue with mailing........................ $1200
in the ‘pardigm of reality’.They are the glue the idea of God and revelation, as there are a
that enables the pieces of experience to fit large number of Jews who are uncomfortable
Advertisements..........................................$30/issue
together to produce a framework through with revelation but who still cherish their JewPage Sponsorship..................$25/issue or $130/year
which one interprets the world. In defining ish identity (includes atheists and agnostics).
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Jewish values Rabbi Pavey makes the follow- Any definition which is irrational and contrary
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ing assumptions:
to modern bible scholarship is not acceptable
If you are happy with the Bulletin and enjoy reading it, please
(1) Judaism has always had different ways to modern Jews. A modern Jew cannot be a
consider sponsoring a page ($25/issue or $130/year). Contact
of defining itself-it is a pluralistic fundamentalist. Rabbi Pavey sees fundamenSteven Goluboff or Ron Gitlin.
religion.
talism as an aberration of Christianity. The
(2) There is a core of commonality in the dual Torah does not allow for fundamentalism
E-Mail Address: s.goluboff@shaw.ca
definition of Judaism.
since it is in a constant process of change. The
jteklund@sasktel.net
(3) Although Halakhic definition of Juda- oral Torah is whatever a Jewish community
jewishcommunity@sasktel.net
ism has been the norm for the last two is prepared to accept. It is a way of adapting
website: www.saskatoon.uscjhost.net
millenia, it has not gone unchallenged. the written Torah to make it appropriate to the
Printed at Saskatoon Fastprint
There has never been full agreement on particular times in which Jews live.
what constitutes Judaism. In modern
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The
Arts Review - 2009
by Seymour Shoze
I hadn’t realized that one
of the criteria for being hired as Saskatoon
Young Shlichim was the talent for unique
musical theatre - that is until this year’s sensational Chanukah production. Noga and Ziv,
recently imported from Israel, stepped up to
the plate to assemble a semi-professional cast
and crew to ensure that the CAI tradition of
outstanding Chanukah Cultural Entertainment
would continue. Rebecca Simpson assisted
greatly by helping direct the play, but for
the most part, the Shaw family was fully occupied with a major production of their own
– Michael’s Mexican Wedding.
Despite challenges, Little Orphan Fannie
(Annie with a Chanukah twist) opened to enthusiastic response from the amazed audience
on December 6, 2009 at the CAI Community Chanukah Fair. Saskatoon creative-style
guaranteed that this most beloved of the big
Broadway musicals was an astounding and
matchless production.
“A small, resourceful cast brought the sad
and glorious story to life” (of one little redheaded Jewish orphan, Fannie). The intricate
plot relates the terrible plight of Jewish
orphans in the time of King Antiochus - his
heinous plot to force all Jews to become pagan
idol-worshipers and how one spunky young

girl and a handful of Maccabees shaped world
history.
The play opens in the Jaffa Street Orphanage for Jewish Girls with the spotlight on
Little Malkala (the adorable songstress Katie
Dawson). She awakens in the middle of the
night and beautifully expresses her longing
for Jewish parents in the song: “Maybe”.
The orphanage is run by a mean-spirited,
frustrated, boozing harpy, Miss Ham-Again.
Noga Shaham, making her Saskatoon debut
in this role, was a true star. Her gritty rendition of “Little Jews” was a show-stopper.
We deeply feel their dire plight when all the
orphans: Malkala, Fannie, riveting Rootie
Smartootie (Rebecca Simpson), simply sensational Sarahla (Darla Bolin), really smart
Rivkala (Jenna Berenbaum) and the cynical
yet delightful, Pessie (Rishona Avivi ) join in
a heart-wrenching song and dance number
“It’s the Hard Knock Life for Jews” . As they
sing “‘Stead of Sabbath we get work, ‘Stead
of brisket we get pork” we can’t help feeling
a huge sense of hopelessness along with the
girls. But Fannie, played with verve and chutzpah by the lovely, talented Shira Fenyes, is
a feisty optimist. She escapes the orphanage
to find “pious Jews who are willing to fight
for their Judaism” by hiding in an idol box
Oil Pastry
½ cup plus 2 tablespoons vegetable oil
½ cup plus 2 tablespoons lukewarm water
1 teaspoon salt
About 2 ½ cups all-purpose flour
1.

Kitchens
from our

Congregants

Potato Knishes

- Franci Holtslander (Recipe from
The World of Jewish Cooking by Gil
Marks, with some changes)
I have always loved knishes (who
doesn’t??). I have made them since
I was an undergraduate and taught a
cooking workshop to adolescents in
a group home. I like a traditional oil
dough and find it’s not as difficult as
people tend to think it will be. Enjoy!!

2.

Combine oil, water and salt in large
bowl. Add 1 ½ cups of flour. Gradually
add the other cup of flour until a soft
dough forms, that comes away from the
sides of the bowl.
Make a ball with the dough and flatten
it slightly. Cover in plastic wrap and
let it rest at room temperature for 30
minutes. Do not refrigerate!

Potato Filling
3-5 medium potatoes or more (about 1
pound)
3 tablespoons of vegetable oil (schmaltz or
margarine were called for, but I use oil)
1 onion plus a bit more chopped-about 1 cup
(recipe called for 2 medium yellow, but I
don’t like a strong onion taste)
1 egg lightly beaten
1 teaspoon of salt (recipe called for 2 but I
don’t like too much salt)
1 teaspoon of ground black pepper
(recipe called for ¾ teaspoon-we like things
spicy!)
1.
2.

Boil the potatoes till done-then mash.
Sauté the onions over medium (or low)
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that is delivered to the town of Modi’in. It is
there that she meets Mattityahu (played by the
dashing Ziv Shaham) and his family of gifted
boys: charismatic, courageous Judah (Natasha
Stubbs), well-flavoured Kfir (Jonathan Katzman), suave anchorman Jake Menchly (Ari
Avivi), hirsute, tuneful Rabbi Nattan (Neil
Schwartz) and charming, multi-faceted Nephew Ran (Simonne Horwitz). They welcome
her to their home with the marvelous song
“I Think I’m Gonna Like It Here”. Fannie
quickly becomes part of the family, acting
as a lookout so that the men can continue to
study and pray. A mean soldier (played with
flair by Mary Cameron harasses Mattityahu’s
household. As it becomes progressively more
difficult for them to maintain their Jewish traditions, Mattityahu’s family becomes discouraged, demoralized and almost ready to give
up. But the ever-hopeful Fannie sings “The
Torah, The Torah, let’s fight for the Torah....
It’s only a miracle away” and inspires them
all to start an uprising to fight for the loftiest
of causes - religious freedom.
Meanwhile, back at the orphanage, Miss
Ham-Again enlists the help of King Antiochus, (played in all his gold-booted, evil
splendor by David Katzman) to help her find
Fannie. King Antiochus and Miss Ham-Again

3.

heat (slowly- 15 minutes or longer) until
golden.
Remove everything from the heat and
mix the onions, potatoes, egg, salt and
pepper. Cool enough to handle.

Putting it all together
1. Preheat over to 375 degrees (or 350
Con vection). We cook on parchment
paper on baking sheet.
2. On lightly floured surface-(use wax
paper). Roll dough 1/8 inch think. Cut
into 3 inch rounds (use a glass).
3. Put about a tablespoon of filling into
middle of the dough, then bring edges
to center and pinch to seal.
4. Place seam side down on baking sheet
and brush with egg wash (1 large egg
beaten with 1 teaspoon of water).
5. Bake about 23 minutes Convection, or
longer (about 30 minutes). Can freeze
and reheat for 15 minutes in 375 degree
oven, but we eat them all and I have not
tried freezing them!

overhear the orphans listening to
Fannie on CJEW, and then they
know that Fannie is with the Maccabees in Modi’in. With Fannie’s
safety in jeopardy, the rest of the
orphans escape in order to warn her.
After a long trek through the audience, the orphans arrive in Modi’in
just in time to join the Maccabees in
their courageous quest. The refrain
of “Tomorrow” sung by Judah Maccabee, “who invested real emotion in
this superb song”* became their rallying anthem.
In an inspired use of artistic license, the entire uprising, triumph and re-dedication of the Holy Temple unfolds through radio news announcements. The final act
sees the exhilarating return of the rejoicing Maccabees
and the exhausted, dragging females (who were stuck
with the clean-up of the Temple). The Lovely Shayna
Maydl Sisters (Linda Shaw and Mary Cameron) and
even Miss Ham-Again have joined the cause (although
Miss H’s motivation was more about handsome, macho
Maccabees than religious freedom). She has given up
smoking and drinking and
has even changed her name
to Miss HaMagenDavid!
This could have been a satisfying conclusion but in
a clever mixing of the political and the personal, the
show progressed to an even
happier ending. In a poignant confession, Mattityahu
admits that his wife died in
Jerusalem eleven years before while giving birth to his
unknown daughter. When
he shows his broken Magen
David necklace to the group,
Fannie produces hers. They
match! They hug, they dance, they over-act, they sing “Together at
Last, Together Forever”. The orphans happily suggest that since the
Maccabees overthrew King Antiochus’ huge army and reclaimed the
Temple and Fannie found her real father, that people forever should
celebrate these miracles with a joyous eight-day holiday - Chanukah.
“The story’s grandeur is reflected and enhanced by the music,
which was particularly solid throughout,”* thanks to the creative
re-use of the amazing soundtrack previously
produced by the incomparable Karen Dawson and digitally reworked by Ziv Shaham.
Brilliant writing by Linda Shaw, priceless
costumes and imaginative sets all guaranteed
that the audience would be dazzled by this
gigantic, highly-entertaining, unique production. Well done, Ziv and Noga et al.
Another Congregation Agudas Israel
Chanukah Musical triumph. It’s a miracle!
* Direct quotes from Cam Fuller, The Star
Phoenix
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January 2010 • Tevet/Shevat 5770
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Action may not always bring happiness; but there
is no happiness without action.

Friday

1 Tevet 15

Saturday

2 Tevet 16

Vayzno

Benjamin Disraeli
*Lou Horlick

3 Tevet 17

4 Tevet 18

5 Tevet 19

6 Tevet 20

7 Tevet 21

Work Bee – 7:00 JCC

JSA Speaker
Michael Soberman
7 pm
JCC

Hebrew Cooking
Class

10 Tevet 24

11 Tevet 25

12 Tevet 26

13 Tevet 27

14 Tevet 28

8 Tevet 22

9 Tevet 23

8 pm Service
with Oneg Shabbat

Birkat Hahodesh
Shmot

*Franci Holtslander

*Randy Katzman

15 Tevet 29

16 Shevat 1

Limmud

Breakfast Club
10 am

Rosh Hodesh Shavat

Vaegra

Sisterhood Meeting
1 pm

17 Shevat 2

*Jan Gitlin

18 Shevat 3

19 Shevat 4

20 Shevat 5

21 Shevat 6

Elizabeth Brewster's
Book Launch
McNally Robinson's
7:30 pm

22 Shevat 7

Shabbat Family
Dinner

23 Shevat 8

Bo

*Heather Fenyes

*Grant Scharfstein

24 Shevat 9

Israeli Sing Along

25 Shevat 10

26 Shevat 11

27 Shevat 12

28 Shevat 13

29 Shevat 14

30 Shevat 15

Tu B'Shevat
Shabbat Shirah

Board Meeting

31 Shevat 16

February 2010 • Shevat/Adar 5770
Sunday

Monday

1 Shevat 17

Tuesday

2 Shevat 18

*June Avivi

Wednesday

3 Shevat 19

Thursday

4 Shevat 20

Friday

5 Shevat 21

6 pm Service
Shared Shabbat Dinner &
Tu B'Sh.Vat Seder

*Michael Gertler

7 Shevat 23

8 Shevat 24

9 Shevat 25

10 Shevat 26

11 Shevat 27

12 Shevat 28

Saturday

6 Shevat 22

Yitro

*Ron Waldman

13 Shevat 29

Birkat Hahodesh
Mishpatum

Breakfast Club
Silver Spoon Dinner
W&C Ticket Sale
Reception Sheraton

*Steven Goluboff

14 Shevat 30

15 Adar 1

16 Adar 2

17 Adar 3

18 Adar 4

19 Adar 5

21 Adar 7

22 Adar 8

23 Adar 9

24 Adar 10

25 Adar 11

26 Adar 12

8 pm Service
with Oneg Shabbat

*Susanne Kaplan

Board Meeting

20 Adar 6

Terumak

*Karen Dawson

27 Adar 13

Shabbat Zakhor
Megillah Reading
Adult Purim Party

28 Adar 14

10:00 am
Megillat Esther Play
Purim Carnival
Lunch

*David Katzman

To be a person of truth, be swayed neither by approval nor
disapproval. Work at not needing approval from anyone and
you will be free to be who you really are.

Rabbi Nachman of Breslov

*Marsha Scharfstein

* Bema Roster

16B’nai Brith Lodge #739
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